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Summary of Travel Forecasting
The travel forecasts were prepared using the DRCOG regional travel demand model. A
regional travel model is a standard planning tool for preparing forecasts of future traffic and
transit activity, given estimates of future population and employment along with a future
transportation network. This model was used to estimate the overall amount of traffic in the
South Broadway NEPA Process study area given the amount of expected growth in the Denver
metropolitan region. The travel model reflects the DRCOG 2030 Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP) as adopted in January 2005.
At the time of this study, the latest adopted DRCOG RTP plan was 2030. In December 2007
DRCOG adopted a revised 2035 plan. This updated plan includes 2035 land use forecast and
additional planned roadway improvements necessary by 2035. Many additional improvements
have been identified regionwide, but those most relevant to this study include improved
interchange of Alameda/I-25 and improved interchange of Santa Fe/I-25. The above-mentioned
improvements are part of the Valley Highway EIS Preferred Alternative and were considered
part of the No-Action alternative for this study. Additionally, improvements to Broadway are
identified as part of the 2035 RTP. Broadway improvements are identified as locally funded
improvements. This inclusion in the 2035 RTP indicates that the Preferred Alternative meets air
quality conformity for the region.
Model Refinements
The current version of the travel model for the base year of 2005 and the horizon year of 2030
was obtained from DRCOG1. Figure 1 displays the traffic analysis zones (TAZs) in the original
DRCOG model in the South Broadway area.
At a project coordination meeting with DRCOG, it was agreed that one TAZ (#1470) should be
split along the CML rail line, so that traffic access patterns in the South Broadway area are
adequately reflected in the model. Figure 2 displays the DRCOG travel model zone structure
used for the South Broadway NEPA Process. In addition, some minor adjustments were made
to the roadway networks in the project vicinity so that the 2005 network matched current
conditions, and so that the 2030 properly incorporated T-REX improvements:
 Corrected the coding regarding number of lanes and directionality on Washington and
Emerson streets;
 Corrected the laneage on South Broadway between Kentucky and Mississippi Avenues;
 Corrected the area type designation in the 2030 network;
 Refined the coding to exactly reflect the laneage on collector-distributor roads and ramps
after the I-25 T-REX improvement project;
 Adjusted the placement of some centroid connectors.

2030 RTP network received February 14, 2005. DRCOG RSC Version 92, TransCAD4.7
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Figure 1: DRCOG Traffic Analysis Zones
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Figure 2: Travel Model Zone System for South Broadway NEPA Process

Socio-Economic Projections
During development of the 2030 socio-economic data set, DRCOG used projections for the
South Broadway area that were available at the time. A comparison of the DRCOG 2030 land
use projections with the most recent developer projections revealed some adjustments to the
socio-economic data set would be appropriate. The affected zones included:
 Cherokee development (west of South Broadway): TAZ #1470 and #1596 (partial).
 Lionstone development (east of South Broadway): TAZ #1595 and #1597 (partial).
 Consultations with DRCOG were held to determine the allowable adjustments to the 2030
land use numbers in the study area. Consequently, the socio-economic projections were
reallocated according to the following guidelines:
 Preserve total quantity of jobs and households as specified by the 2030 RTP for the four
affected zones;
 Reallocate the jobs and households per current developer plans among the four zones;
 Assume 50 percent of the projected growth (2005 to 2030 RTP) in jobs in the partial zones
(TAZ #1596 and #1597) is due to the Cherokee and Lionstone developments;
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 Assume 100 percent of the projected growth (2005 to 2030 RTP) in households in the partial
zones (TAZ #1596 and #1597) is due to the Cherokee and Lionstone developments;
 Preserve the percentage distribution of households by income level by zone as specified in
the 2030 RTP;
 Reallocate the percentage distribution of jobs by type per current developer plans.
Table 1 shows the results for 2030 socio-economic projections in the study area. The model
was operated with the adjusted land use numbers and its output, in terms of the number of
vehicle trips generated from the study area, were compared with developer traffic estimates.
The comparison, as shown in Table 2, was found to be reasonable.
Table 1: Socio-economic Data

Table 2: Vehicle Trips Comparison
Total Trips to/From TAZ

Gates West
Gates East

TAZ ID
1470
1595

DRCOG
Projections
32,686
14,816

Development
Projections
46,330
15,000

Difference
Absolute
13,644
184

Percentage
42%
1%

Source:
DRCOG 2030 RTP Model, interzonal trips
Cherokee Redevelopment of the Former Lionstone Factory, TIS, January 2005
Lionstone, as reported to CCD, October 2005

Model Operation and Results
The travel model was operated per standard DRCOG guidelines. This included 6 iterations of
speed balancing. A base year 2005 model run and a 2030 model run were performed, as listed
in Table 3.
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Table 3: Model Runs
Model Scenario
Year
2005
2030

Model Label

Model Run Date

Regional VMT

Study Area VMT

2005Base
B10

2/01/2006
1/26/2006

69,109,800
109,650,000

547,000
721,100

The model run results of link daily volumes for 2005 and 2030 are depicted in Figure 3 and
Figure 4.
Input for Micro-Simulation
The travel model produced the patterns of future traffic on the major roads in the study area,
which is input to micro-simulation traffic software for the project’s alternative analysis and traffic
operations analysis. Figure 5 displays the overall traffic modeling process for the South
Broadway NEPA Process. A TransCAD data analysis procedure, termed subarea origin and
destination extraction, is used to produce travel model data for input to the micro-simulation.
The procedure is operated for the AM and PM peak hours. Figure 6 depicts the subarea of the
regional model that is extracted for the micro-simulation detailed analysis. The parameters for
the operation of the subarea origin and destination procedure are listed below:
 Peak period to peak hour factors: 0.468 AM, 0.289 PM
 Multimodal Multiclass Assignment, User Equilibrium, BPR, 50 iterations, 0.01 convergence
criteria
 DA PCE 1, VOT 0.1333
 SR2 PCE 1, VOT 0.1333
 SR3+ PCE 1, VOT 0.1333
 COM PCE 1, VOT 0.4
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Figure 3: 2005 Daily Link Volumes
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Figure 4: 2030 Daily Link Volumes
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Figure 5: Travel Model Process

Figure 6: Sub Area Boundary for Micro-Simulation
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Farmlands
The Farmland Protection Policy Act (FPPA) of 1981 protects farmland identified as prime,
unique or of statewide or local importance from conversion to other than agricultural uses. The
local office of the US Department of Agriculture's Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) may designate soils within a particular county as prime or unique. The FPPA does not
cover privately constructed projects, projects completed without federal funding, or projects
proposed on land already committed to urban development or used for water storage.
Farmland already in urban development includes land identified in the Census as “urbanized
area.”
The NRCS field office in Lakewood, CO was contacted in May 2006 for information on available
soil survey maps and soil descriptions for the study area. Based on conversation with staff at
the NRCS Lakewood office, no soil surveys were ever conducted within the City and County of
Denver. Furthermore, the study area falls within the Census urbanized area with no irrigated
croplands present. Therefore, neither completion of Form 1066, Farmland Conversion Impact
Rating nor further coordination with the NRCS is required.
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Floodplains
Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, requires federal agencies to avoid direct or
indirect support of development in floodplains whenever a practical alternative exists. The base
flood (100-year flood) is the regulatory standard used by federal agencies, and most states, to
administer floodplain management programs.
A review of Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) National Flood Insurance Plan
maps showed the study area is not in any delineated flood zone (FEMA, 2006 A). An AO
designated flood zone associated with the South Platte River is located near the western
boundary of the study area. The AO zone parallels the South Platte and varies between 400 to
1,150 feet from the study area. An AO zone is defined as, “Areas of special flood hazards
having shallow water depths and/or unpredictable flow paths between (1) and (3) feet.” (FEMA,
2006 B). Although the AO zone is near the study area, because the study area is not within any
mapped flood zone, the project would not be affected by flood flows or directly or indirectly
affect the 100 year floodplain.
Sources:
Federal Emergency Management Agency 2006A. Map Service Center. Available:
http://msc.fema.gov/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/FemaWelcomeView?storeId=10001&catalogId=
10001&langId=-1. Accessed: May 25, 2006.
Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2006B. Title 44 Emergency Management and
Assistance. Available: http://www.fema.gov/NFIPKeywords/CFR/44CFR64.3.jsp?msg=64.3++Definition
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Wetlands
Wetlands are defined as, “Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions.” (Corps of Engineers 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual). Wetlands functions
include flood water attenuation, general fish and wildlife habitat, short and long term surface
water storage, sediment and nutrient removal, stream bank stabilization, food chain support and
groundwater discharge/recharge.
A field survey of the South Broadway study area was conducted in May 2006. The study area is
completely urbanized with roads and land uses that include industrial and commercial
businesses, railroad tracks, and residential areas. A few undeveloped areas exist, but such
locations are associated with landscaped yards, parkways, and highly disturbed sites such as
building pads and areas with extensive gravel cover such as those adjacent to the railroad
tracks. Vegetation within undeveloped parcels consists of ornamental plantings within yards,
parkways, and road medians. Some locations contain a number of weed species none of which
are associated with wetlands.
Based on the field survey it was concluded that the study area does not contain any wetlands
nor could it maintain a hydrologic cycle that would be conducive to forming hydric soils. None of
the plant species observed are indicative of wetlands, and no conditions exist that would
produce wetlands.
Sources:
Corps of Engineers. 1987. Wetlands Delineation Manual. Wetlands Research Program
Technical Report Y-87-1. US Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station.
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Wildlife and Fisheries
A field survey of the study area was conducted in May 2006. The survey confirmed that the
study area is completely urbanized and highly disturbed. The study area primarily consists of
commercial, industrial, and residential uses, as well as infrastructure that includes local streets,
I-25, railroad tracks/yard, and a light rail station. Accordingly, the study area does not contain
any areas that would be suitable for supporting species of considerable numbers or variety.
In isolated locations within the study area there are a few manicured lawns associated with
residences and businesses. In the northeastern and southern parts of the study area there are
a number of homes that contain decoratively landscaped yards including large mature trees.
Wildlife species that could be expected in such locations include rabbits, raccoons, squirrels,
opossums, and other small mammals that more easily adapt to urban locales. No mammals,
however, were observed. A number of small song birds were observed within the trees in the
two neighborhoods, the specific species of which were not able to be determined. It had been
reported that swallows may be nesting under the overpasses at I-25 and at Mississippi Avenue,
but upon a field survey, no birds or nests were observed.
Some species of wildlife use the South Platte River, which is located near the western boundary
of the study area. A single coyote was observed on the western boundary of the study area
between the railroad tracks and adjacent commercial buildings. The coyote appeared to be
using the railroad right-of-way as a corridor between reaches of the South Platte River. Other
types of animals that may use the South Platte River for habitat include waterfowl, small
predators such as red fox, and populations of amphibians such as frogs and toads.
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) states that most migratory birds and their parts, including
nests, eggs, feathers, and parts thereof are fully protected under federal law. Additionally, the
act requires federal agencies to avoid or minimize any negative impacts associated with their
actions on migratory birds and to take active steps in protecting birds and their habitat.
The study area is highly urbanized with large volumes of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
Landscaped trees and shrubs are located sporadically in front of the former Gates Rubber
Company along the pedestrian sidewalk, however, due to their location, suitable nesting habitat
for birds protected under the MBTA is unlikely and impacts to bird species are not anticipated.
Prior to the start of any construction, nest survey is recommended during the breeding season
to ensure no bird species are utilizing trees/shrubs in the area for nesting.
Because the study area is within an urban setting, no locations within the study area contain
sites with standing water that could support fish or amphibian species. Additionally, no other
features such as rivers, stream, or drainages are located in the study area. Therefore, the
potential for such aquatic species to be present does not exist.
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Threatened and Endangered Species
Federally threatened and endangered species are protected under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) of 1973 as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). Section 7 of the ESA requires Federal
agencies to ensure that actions which they authorize, fund, or carry out are not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of proposed, threatened, or endangered species or result in
the destruction or adverse modification of designated critical habitat.
Species information and mapping tools available from the Colorado Natural Heritage Program
(CNHP) Web site, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service species listing by county (2005) and the
Colorado Division of Wildlife—Natural Diversity Information Source were used to determine if
any species listed as threatened or endangered have the potential to occur within the City and
County of Denver (CCD). Accordingly, a records search conducted May 2006 identified 7
species (3 birds, 2 fish, 1 mammal, and 1 plant) that have the potential to occur within CCD.
These species are listed in Table 1.
Table 1.
Threatened, Endangered, Candidate, or State Sensitive Species Potentially
Occurring in Denver
Potentially
Scientific Name
Common Name
Category
affected by
the project
CDOW WRIS Species, State
Haliaeetus
Bald Eagle
No
Threatened
leucocephalus
CDOW WRIS Species, Federally
Sterna antillarum
Interior Least tern
No
Endangered, State Endangered
ahtalassos
Federally Endangered, State
Grus americana
Whooping Crane
No
Endangered
CDOW WRIS Species, Federally
Charadrius melodus
Piping plover
No
Threatened, State Threatened
Preble’s meadow
CDOW WRIS Species, Federally
Zapus hudsonius preblei
No
jumping mouse
Threatened, State Threatened
Scaphirhynchus albus
Pallid sturgeon
Federally Endangered
No
Ute ladies’-tresses
Federally Threatened, State
Spiranthes diluvialis
No
orchid
Threatened
*WRIS—denotes a species listed in the Colorado Division of Wildlife—Wildlife Resource Information System

A field survey of the study area was conducted in May 2006 to assess the presence of species,
or identify potential habitat for threatened or endangered species. All areas of the study area
that could be affected by possible direct or indirect disturbances were assessed. During the
field survey, no federally or state listed species or potential areas of associated habitat were
observed.
The study area does not contain potential habitat for any of the listed species. The site is
completely urbanized with a few relatively small isolated unpaved locations. Unpaved areas are
all significantly disturbed including one large site (approximately 20 acres) that underwent
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recent building demolition. Other open areas exist but consist of small manicured lawns,
gardens, and parkways adjacent to surrounding roadways. Other portions of the study area
adjacent to the railroad tracks and a few empty lots are completely covered with coarse gravel
and patches of scattered weeds.
Some large trees exist within the northern and southern neighborhoods. However, due to their
location in the urban environment and lack of nearby foraging habitat, the trees would not be
used by any federally or state listed avian species. The site contains no open water, rivers,
streams or canals that could be used by any fish or amphibian species, or by any avian species
for foraging or nesting.
The South Platte River is located to the west of the study area. This project is not expected to
result in depletion of water in the Platte River system. Water utilized for construction will be
derived through CCD municipal sources and therefore will not affect downstream habitat of the
piping plover, least tern, whooping crane or pallid sturgeon. Furthermore, due to the urban
environment that encompasses the river it is highly unlikely that the least tern or whooping
crane would use the river in the vicinity of the project for nesting, foraging, or general habitat.
Because the improvements associated with the proposed project would be confined to the study
area and because improvements would be largely consistent with the existing land uses, the
project would not affect any species using the river.
Sources:
Colorado Division of Wildlife—Natural Diversity Information Source—Available:
http://ndis.nrel.colostate.edu/wildlife.asp. Accessed: May 25, 2006.
Colorado Natural Heritage Program. Rare Plant Field Guide—master plant list. Available:
http://www.cnhp.colostate.edu/rareplants/intro.html. Accessed: May 25, 2006.
Personal Communication: e-mail from US Fish and Wildlife Service. Colorado Field Office
County List.
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Paleontological Resources
A paleontological resources survey was conducted for the project by Rocky Mountain
Paleontology (2007) in order to evaluate potential impacts on scientifically significant nonrenewable paleontological resources that could result from ground disturbance within the study
area. Only general details regarding the depth and extent of anticipated ground disturbance
within the study area were available at the time of this analysis. Therefore, potential adverse
impacts on both surface and subsurface impacts are evaluated in this report.
The paleontological sensitivities of the geologic units within the study area were evaluated by
reviewing the scientific literature, geologic maps and museum records. The study area contains
four geologic units. These include, in approximate ascending stratigraphical order, Cretaceousage rocks of the Denver Formation, late Pleistocene-age Broadway Alluvium, Holocene-age
Piney Creek and Post-Piney Creek Alluvium, and modern imported artificial fill. The Denver
Formation produces locally abundant and well-preserved plant fossils and less common but
scientifically important vertebrate fossils, and has high paleontological sensitivity. Broadway
Alluvium produces few and mostly fragmentary and poorly preserved fossils, and has low
paleontological sensitivity. Piney Creek and Post-Piney Creek Alluvium are too young to
contain in-situ fossils, and have low paleontological sensitivity. Imported artificial fill contains no
fossils and has low paleontological sensitivity.
Based on the project description, it is anticipated that most excavations for the Preferred
Alternative will be shallow (at or close to existing grade), resulting in minimal subsurface
disturbance of fossiliferous bedrock. However, excavations deeper than four feet have the
potential to adversely impact scientifically significant fossils in unweathered bedrock. These
may include excavations for caissons, inlet relocations, and reconstruction of a retaining wall
along the north side of Mississippi Avenue west of South Broadway. When the project design
plans are finalized, the CDOT Staff Paleontologist will examine them and determine the extent
of impact to Denver Formation bedrock, and the scope of paleontological monitoring, if any is
required. If any sub-surface bones or other potential fossils are found anywhere within the
study area during ground disturbance, the CDOT Staff Paleontologist will be notified
immediately to assess their significance and make further recommendations.
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Parks and Recreational Facilities
Parks and recreation resources include parks, trails, recreational facilities and open space
areas. These resources help to define the character of the community and are a primary
attraction for both the residents of and visitors to Denver.
The following CCD planning documents were referenced to identify existing and planned parks
and recreation facilities in the study area:
 Blueprint Denver, 2002
 Comprehensive Plan 2000
 Game Plan, 2003
To supplement these documents, existing and future land use mapping from the CCD and the
Cherokee and Lionstone Redevelopment General Development Plans were reviewed. In
addition, a site visit to the study area occurred in May 2006. No existing or planned parks or
recreation facilities were identified in the study area by any of these efforts.
Adjacent to the study area, between the Consolidated Main Line railroad tracks and Santa Fe
Drive, there is a park planned for improvements by the CCD and the adjacent developer. This
park, Vanderbilt Park East, would be approximately 3.5 acres and located within the Cherokee
Redevelopment area. Additionally, on the west side of Santa Fe Drive is the South Platte River
Greenway and multi-use trail, primary bicycle and pedestrian route in the CCD.
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Appendix C.
Memorandum of Agreement of Historic
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Appendix D.
Agency Coordination Information
AGENCY COORDINATION
Date
Focus
Hazardous Waste Coordination for Alternatives Development
December 20, 2005
March 22, 2006

Letter 1 regarding hazardous
materials evaluation and tunnel
suggestion
Letter 2 regarding hazardous
materials evaluation and tunnel
suggestion

Agency
From: CDOT Region 6
To: CCD
From: Jim Paulmeno; CDOT Region 6
To: Jason Longsdorf: CCD

Historic Coordination
November 4, 2005

Minutes from APE meeting
coordination

SHPO, CCD, CDOT, FHWA,
Jacobs Carter Burgess, Hermsen Consulting

February 24, 2006

APE meeting

SHPO, CCD, CDOT

July 17, 2006

APE meeting

SHPO, CCD, CDOT

April 27, 2007

Letter requesting comments on
proposed APE

From: CDOT
To: SHPO

May 10, 2007

Letter asserting agreement to
proposed APE

From: SHPO
To: CDOT

June 25, 2007

Consulting party letter for Section
106 compliance

To: West Washington Park Neighborhood
Association
From: CDOT

June 25, 2007

Consulting party letter for Section
106 compliance

To: Colorado Preservation, Inc.
From: CDOT

June 25, 2007

Consulting party letter for Section
106 compliance

To: National Trust for Historic Preservation
From: CDOT

June 25, 2007

Consulting party letter for Section
106 compliance

To: Historic Denver, Inc.
From: CDOT

June 25, 2007

Consulting party letter for Section
106 compliance

June 28, 2007

Accepting participation as consulting
party for Section 106 compliance

August 9, 2007

Consulting party letter for Section
106 Compliance

To: Platt Park People’s Association
From: CDOT

September 17, 2007

Determination of eligibility and
effects for historic preservation

To: SHPO
From: CDOT
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AGENCY COORDINATION
Date
Focus
Historic Coordination (cont’d)

Agency

September 17, 2007

Determination of eligibility and
effects for historic preservation

To: Denver Landmark Preservation
Commission
From: CDOT

September 17, 2007

Determination of eligibility and
effects for historic preservation

To: Platt Park People’s Association
From: CDOT

October 4, 2007
November 1, 2007
November 19, 2007

Concurrence/request for additional
information on determination of
eligibility and effects
Additional information on
determination of eligibility and
effects for historic preservation
Concurrence/recommendations for
eligibility effects for historic
preservation

To: CDOT
From: SHPO
To: SHPO
From: CDOT
To: CDOT
From: SHPO

Native American Consultation
September 5, 2007

Tribal consultation letter and mailing
lists

To: Tribal Mailing List
From: CDOT

September 2007

Native American consultation
response form

To: CDOT
From: Pawnee Nation

December 13, 2007

Native American consultation
response form

To: CDOT
From: Northern Cheyenne TribeTribal Historic Preservation Office

Concurrence with Net Benefit
Finding under Section 4(f)

To: CDOT
From: SHPO

Section 4(f)
November 6, 2007
December 18, 2007
December 18, 2007
December 18, 2007

Additional information and Section
4(f) de minimis notification
regarding Clay and Brick Sewers
Additional information and Section
4(f) de minimis notification
regarding Clay and Brick Sewers
Additional information and Section
4(f) de minimis notification
regarding Clay and Brick Sewers

To: SHPO
From: CDOT
To: Denver Landmark Preservation
Commission
From: CDOT
To: Platt Park People’s Association
From: CDOT

Concurrence/Acknowledgement of
use of de minimis

To: CDOT
From: SHPO

June 1, 2005

EPB scoping meeting

CCD, CDOT

June 13, 2005

Resource agency scoping meeting

SHPO, FHWA, USFWS, USACE, RTD

June 27, 2005

Transportation agency scoping
meeting

CDOT, FHWA, RTD, FTA

December 26, 2007

Scoping
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AGENCY COORDINATION
Date
Cooperating Agency

Focus

Agency

November 15, 2005

Cooperating agency letter

From: FTA
To: FHWA

December 2, 2005

Cooperating agency letter

From: RTD
To: FHWA
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Hazardous Waste Coordination Correspondence
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Historic Coordination Correspondence
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MEETING SUMMARY
Project:

South Broadway NEPA Process

Purpose:

Meeting with SHPO to Discuss APE

Date Held:

February 24, 2006

Location:

CDOT/Region 6 Office

Attendees: CDOT
FHWA
SHPO
CCD
C&B
Hermsen
Copies:

Kirk Webb, Jim Paulmeno, Lisa Schoch
Mike Vanderhoof
Amy Pallante
Jason Longsdorf, Amy Wiedeman
Wendy Wallach, Tracey MacDonald
Gail Keeley
Attendees, Project File #072165

Summary of Discussion
1.

Introductions were made.

2.

The last meeting was held in November 2005. At that time there were 92
transportation improvement suggestions making it difficult to define the APE.
Now that there are 7 alternatives, we should be able to define the APE.

3.

Jason described the general screening process of how the suggestions have
been narrowed down and provided an overview of the 7 alternatives. There
were 124 suggestions for transportation improvements that have been
considered. A public workshop was held in January and there are now 7
alternatives that are under engineering and environmental screening
evaluation.
During the next six weeks, further engineering evaluations will be conducted to
bring the alternatives down to about 3, and then they hope to have it down to 1
alternative for the EA by July. The environmental document will be prepared
for the 1 alternative. Jason then described the 7 alternatives. In addition to the
7 displayed in the handout, there is an 8th option of a Broadway and Lincoln
couplet (essentially a mirror image of #7) that requires a trench, not a full
tunnel, but poses concerns with dewatering and the plume. Jim P mentioned
this was a problem on TREX. Need to find out what is the fluctuation of
groundwater in the area.

Meeting Summary – SHPO Meeting
February 24, 2006
Page 2

Jason said that the bike and pedestrian improvements will be separated as an
overlay since they would be part of all the alternatives. However, a pedestrian
bridge over I-25 may only work with some of the packages.
He said that fixed guideway transit elements north and south of the study area
would not be evaluated in this study. Based on conversations with RTD and
FTA, the Central Connector is outside the study and will not be evaluated. Amy
Pallante asked if this would be cleared by RTD/FTA at a later date. Jason said
that there is already a lot of transit planned for after 2030 so nothing will be
precluded.
Amy Pallante asked what role FTA had in this project and Jason said they were
a cooperating agency along with RTD. The transit elements will be evaluated
in terms of indirect impacts.
4.

No-Action Alternative: Jason said that the elements that constituted the “no
action” alternative were not easy to define at this time. He said that none of the
Valley Highway EIS actions would be included but some developer plans would
be. This includes projects identified for funding in the 2030 RTP. Ideally, we
will be able to define a build alternative design that does not preclude future
improvements associated with other development plans and the VHEIS.
Mike V. said the network of other projects should not be included. The travel
demand model can include the 2030 network, but the No-Action should be
more limited.

5.

Mike V asked when will the alternative designs be in digital format. Jason said
not until we are down to 3 alternatives.

6.

At the November meeting the APE was generally defined as the study area.

7.

Amy P said it was hard to define the APE if elements are being pulled out and
put back in (bike/ped and transit facilities). The APE should be defined with all
things including transit. Amy wanted to know why transit was shown on the
alternative drawings. Jason said that while they are suggestions they are not
part of the undertaking of this project.

8.

Mike V asked about the committed 2030 transit improvements. Jason said the
travel forecast model will accommodate the developer’s multimodal
requirements. The local area model will be adjusted for the City’s mandate to
the developers of a peak hour mode shift (30% for Cherokee, undecided for
Lionstone) to non-vehicular use to determine if the 2030 transit network can
accommodate that amount. The City will work with RTD on what is needed to
accommodate the increase (modified headways, length of train, etc…) and to
identify indirect impacts associated with additional bus traffic on Broadway.

Meeting Summary – SHPO Meeting
February 24, 2006
Page 3
Roadway and intersections will be sized to handle traffic to and from the transit
station and for transit on Broadway. It is anticipated that bus service would
decrease when T-REX comes on line. Under the No-Action alternative, the
transit elements include the additional tracking in a portion of the Central
Corridor (Broadway to Alameda Stations), extension of platforms to
accommodate four car trains (Evans, Broadway, Alameda Stations) and some
bus service plan changes. If this project identifies a demand for transit that
cannot be accommodated by the 2030 transit network:
a) the City could adjust the required mode shift (e.g. 30% down to 20%);
b) the project could recommend that RTD undertake a study to determine the
need for increased transit capacity from Broadway and I-25 to Downtown (e.g.
revisiting the Central Connector study).
9.

Gail has completed the reconnaissance survey and has taken pictures to
identify potentially eligible properties. On the east side of Lincoln between
Louisiana and Arizona the houses are still in tact and of similar architecture
(front gable Edwardian) and could be a district. The West Wash Park
neighborhood is technically outside of our study area, but architecture on
Lincoln is similar.

10. Gail said that it made sense to keep the APE the same size until the further
screening had been done and the one alternative for the environmental
evaluation was decided. Until then she would use the larger study area. Amy
Pallante and the others agreed.
11. Gail asked Amy about the status of Broadway in the Gates Historic District.
Amy said it had been determined to be a non-contributing feature of the district.
Gates will be reevaluated with a smaller boundary.
12. Amy asked if the Ford Building is individually listed. No, it is a contributing
feature to Gates.
13. Jason asked if there was anything historic on Broadway from Arizona to
Mississippi. Gail will check on that.
14. Mike asked if we can go ahead and start looking at the known resources to
conduct the more intensive survey – Gates in particular. Gail thinks this makes
sense. She will not focus on the properties on the outskirts of the study area.
For now she will focus on those closer in until the alternatives have been further
narrowed down. Amy P is comfortable with the larger APE for now. Lisa will
send a letter to the consulting parties and include the maps that show the large
APE from Exposition to Louisiana, Logan to the east side of Santa Fe Dr. It
should be explained that this APE is for the larger range of 7 to 8 alternatives
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and that once the alternatives are narrowed down and the APE final, a follow
up letter will be sent out with the final APE.
15. Amy P mentioned “anticipatory demolition” and that we should be aware of it.
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MEETING SUMMARY
Project:

South Broadway NEPA Process

Purpose:

Meeting with SHPO to Discuss APE

Date Held:

July 17, 2006

Location:

CDOT Region 6 Office

Attendees: CDOT
FHWA
SHPO
CCD
C&B
Hermsen
Copies:

Kirk Webb, Lisa Schoch
Mike Vanderhoof
Amy Pallante
Jason Longsdorf
Mike Gill, Tracey MacDonald
Gail Keeley
Attendees, Amy Wiedeman, Project File #072165

Summary of Discussion
1.

The last meeting was held on February 24, 2006 when we had 7 alternatives.
At that time we decided that we could not define an APE and that a survey
would be done within the study area with focus on the known resources along
Broadway and Mississippi. Since then, we’ve gone through a Level 3A
screening eliminating 4 alternatives and a Level 3B screening. Out of the Level
3B screening, we have preliminarily identified a preferred alternative for
analysis in the EA. It is the Broadway Widening.

2.

Jason described the components of the Broadway Widening Alternative and a
graphic was handed out. This alternative would widen Broadway from 100 feet
to 140 feet. This project does not include any improvements south of Arizona.

3.

Lionstone is in the process of purchasing the businesses along Broadway
between Mississippi and Arizona. They own the majority of the land bounded
by Broadway, Logan, Mississippi and Arizona.

4.

Gail has conducted the recon survey of the study area and has information to
complete the survey forms for the properties on Broadway from I-25 to
Louisiana. She has photos and is addressing the potential eligibility of the
resources. Properties north of I-25 have already been surveyed as part of the
VHEIS.

5.

Gail still needs to look at Swiss Tire at the corner of Kentucky and Broadway.
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6.

It was decided that the northern boundary of the APE should extend up to
Center since improvements are shown north of Exposition.

7.

Amy said that Gail will need to prepare reevaluation forms for the properties on
Broadway north of I-25 to Center Avenue.

8.

The parking on the west side of the CML would be constructed by the developer
with the city leasing it as mitigation for parking removed from the RTD lots
under the freeway. The city would not be constructing anything. Amy said that
if this is considered part of the project the area needs to be evaluated and
included within the APE.

9.

The City will ask for 40 feet from Lionstone to widen Broadway to the east
between Mississippi and Arizona.

10. There are several historic properties in the study area and include: trolley
tracks under Broadway, brick sewers under Broadway and Mississippi, the
Gates property including the Ford Building, and the railroad tracks.
11. It is not likely that the project would impact the sewers. However, we need to
find out the depth of the two sewers and how deep excavation would be during
construction. Gail will check on the depth of the sewers.
12. Not sure if the trolley tracks are intact. A survey with a magnetometer will have
to be conducted to determine where the trolley tracks are intact.
13. Amy said we should check the retaining walls on Mississippi under the CML.
They may be similar to those on Alameda which are eligible. Gail will find out
when the retaining walls were built.
14. The Gates property (both east and west of Broadway) will need to be
reevaluated since it has been over 5 years and much has changed. In the area
between Tennessee and Mississippi, east of Broadway, the buildings have all
been demolished. The reevaluation does not consider future actions by the
developer of removing the remaining buildings.
15. Need to identify the contributing and non-contributing features within the Gates
district boundaries. Also identify what was there and what is gone and how the
district has changed.
16. The boundary for Gates could change depending on what is there and if it’s a
contributing feature. Broadway is a non contributing feature. The boundary on
the east side of Broadway (south of the Ford Building) could move north to
Tennessee since all those buildings have been demolished.
17. Gates will probably still be eligible under criterion A. Gail will conduct the
reevaluation and will obtain historic maps of the Gates property to identify what
used to be there.
18. Lisa still needs to send out the letters to consulting parties with the APE once it
is defined.
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19. Mike V. suggested we determine if the areas where ROW would be acquired
are contributing features to the Gates district. If the boundaries are revised
some of the ROW issues may not be a concern. We need to know whether or
not what is taken is contributing.
20. Lisa and Gail will coordinate on defining an APE (discussion followed this
meeting). Lisa will send this to Amy for concurrence.
21. Gail will need to survey the buildings between Santa Fe and the CML between
Ohio and Kentucky. She will also survey the properties on Lincoln between
Mississippi and Arizona.
22. The Valley Highway is not an element of the interstate that is exempt from the
programmatic exclusion. None of the bridges in the study area were identified
either.
Action Items:
• Gail to evaluate Swiss Tire.
•

Gail to reevaluate the properties north of I-25 to Center.

•

C&B to conduct magnetometer survey to evaluate integrity of trolley tracks.

•

Gail will find out how deep the Mississippi and Broadway sewers are.

•

Gail to check the Mississippi retaining walls.

•

Gail to conduct a reevaluation of Gates. Will obtain historic maps of the Gates
property.

•

Lisa and Gail to define an APE.

•

Lisa to send letters to consulting parties with the APE.

•

Need to determine the status of areas requiring ROW takes and if they are
contributing elements.

•

Gail will conduct a survey of the buildings between Santa Fe and the CML
between Ohio and Tennessee.

•

Gail will survey the properties on Lincoln between Mississippi and Arizona.

•

A field visit will be set up for the first week of August with Gail, Lisa, Amy and
Tracey.
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DEPARTMENT

OF TRANSPORTATION

Region 6, Planning and Environmental
2000 South Holly Street
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 757-9385
(303) 757-9036 FAX

December 18, 2007
Ms. Sharon Withers, President
Platt Park People's Association
1592 South Pearl Street
Denver, CO 80210

SUBJECT:

Additional Information and Section 4(f) De Minimis Notification, South Broadway
Environmental Assessment (CHS#47447)

Dear Ms. Withers:
This letter constitutes our response to SHPO's correspondence dated November 19,2007 regarding the
determination of effect and Section 4(f) De Minimis Notification for resources 5DV.9953.1 (Broadway
Brick Sewer) and 5DV.9954.1 (Mississippi Clay Sewer) for the project referenced above.
We have additional information on proposed impacts to the sewer segments, both of which were
determined to lack integrity but are part of larger systems that, pending additional research, are potentially
eligible to the National Register. The sewer segments will both be impacted as a result of relocating
inlets and drain pipes to improve drainage in this section of South Broadway. Both of these segments
drain into a larger outfall on Mississippi constructed as part ofthe T-REX project. The impacts will be
limited to small sections of the sewers, where inlets are constructed or where new piping may need to be
constructed to intersect the existing sewer alignment. The minor nature of this work still supports the
determination of no adverse effect to these resources.
This letter also includes a notification of Section 4(f) de minimis finding, which is explained in more
detail below.
SECTION 4(F) AND DE MINIMIS
Back2:round
In addition to Section 106 ofthe NHPA, FHW A must comply with Section 4(f), which is codified at both
49 U.S.C § 303 and 23 U.S.C. § 138. Congress amended Section 4(f) when it enacted the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (Public Law 109-59,
enacted August 10, 2005) ("SAFETEA-LU").
Section 6009 of SAFETEA-LU added a new subsection to
Section 4(f), which authorizes FHW A to approve a project that uses Section 4(f) lands that are part of a
historic property without preparation of an Avoidance Analysis, if it makes a finding that such uses would
have "de minimis" impacts upon the Section 4(f) resource, with the concurrence of the SHPO.
On December 12,2005, the Federal Highway Administration issued its "Guidance for Determining De
Minimis Impacts to Section 4(f) Resources" which indicates that a finding of de minimis can be made
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Meeting Minutes
Project:

South Broadway NEPA Process

Purpose:

Scoping Meeting

Date Held:

June 1, 2005

Location:

EPB

Attendees:

Jerry Piffer, Robin Geddy, Bob Autobee,
Sharleen Bakeman, Yates Opperman, Steve Wallace,
Brian Rader, Jeff Peterson, Sandi Kohrs, Jane Hann
City & County of Denver: Jason Longsdorf, Janet Burgesser
Carter & Burgess: Diana Bell, Larry Gibson, Gina McAfee, Craig Carter
Copies:

CDOT:

Attendees, Tony Gross, Mike Vanderhoff, Shaun Cutting, Catherine CoxBlair, Zafar Alikhan, Chris Primus, Rick Willard, Jean Wallace,
Gail Keeley

Summary of Discussion:
1. Gina welcomed everyone and told them that this is starting out as an EA, but
may need to evolve into an EIS.
2. Jason provided an up date on the Cherokee and Gates property developments.
Lionstone is developing the Gates side of Broadway. Lionstone has not done a
GDP.
Cherokee has filed two of their nine parcels for voluntary clean-up.
3. The city is funding this, but would like to keep open the option for federal funding.
4. Access to Broadway is anticipated from the developments.
5. Will there be any change to access to I-25? It is possible. Will we affect the
interchange locations or layout identified in the Valley Highway EIS? It is
possible.
It is possible this could affect the Valley Highway RODs.
6. FHWA will be the lead federal agency. FTA could also be a lead federal agency
or cooperating. RTD may be a cooperating agency. CCD will be the project
sponsor.
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Our team includes Carter & Burgess, Resolve, Hartwig, Fehr & Peers, Urban
Trans.
7. Gina described the schedule and public involvement received to date. The
concerns expressed so far relate to the desire to maintain the integrity of the
existing neighborhoods, fear about affecting the plume, traffic, noise, desire for
more transit. The people are very knowledgeable.
8. This project is not analyzing the developments. It is only analyzing the
transportation needed to support the developments. Transportation forecasts
have been developed for the developments.
9. Is there a general vision for this corridor? This is one of the city’s priorities for
transit oriented development. Stating this will help as we develop purpose and
need.
10. How do we interface with additional transit ridership? Since it is a TOD, this will
need to be examined as part of purpose and need and of the alternatives
screening process. We may need to also examine additional rail operating plans
or bus operating plans.
11. Larry described the committee structure. We have two committees – the
Consensus Committee and the Policy Committee. We will be meeting regularly
with neighborhood groups and business groups. The CC will meet monthly. The
PC will meet less often. Three public meetings are planned. Media will be
heavily used, including LaVoz. EJ outreach is planned.
12. We need to make certain that the Valley Highway EIS doesn’t end up identifying
an alternative that doesn’t make it through our process. This will require close
coordination.
13. Gina said that the intent of the document is that it will be condensed and “reader
friendly.”
14. For cultural - we need to work with Dan for the Native American clearances. No
archaeological resources.
15. No T/E are anticipated, although we will need to address the South Plate water
depletion issue and migratory birds, if we tear down bridges.
16. Noxious weeds – we will have Laura go out, but it is unlikely there are any. We
will not do a noxious weed management plan until prior to construction.
17. Hazardous waste issues – Craig Carter will be meeting with Pat Martinek
separately. The MESA will be done up front to identify what may affect the
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alternatives analysis. Cherokee is in the process of cleaning up the TCE, some
noticeable reduction in concentration have occurred. Gate’s situation is more
unknown.
18. For the 106 process, we should meet with Lisa (or Bob) and Amy to define the
APE first. Then we will do some surveys and, as alternatives are defined, meet
with CDOT, SHPO and FHWA to get their input on alternatives. We will
coordinate with the CLG. Gail should meet with Bob Mero – he has input on
specific buildings.
19. The purpose and need will be worked out in June and July, with the committees.
Yates believes this will be difficult to work this out in a committee. We need to
structure this carefully, since there are obvious project needs and other “givens.”
We will need to strongly guide the purpose and need development.
20. There are issues with logical termini. We need to make sure we don’t set
something up so the project forces some improvement either north or south.
21. For paleo, we are at a boundary area. TREX identified some resources at
Mississippi and the South Platte. If there are grade separations or major sewer
or water outfalls, then it may be an issue. The TREX team probably has some
subsurface geology data we could look at.
We can stipulate how we deal with this in the document during construction.
22. Will there be land use changes that are induced north or south?
23. The city is able to address some other possible options such as land use control
or setbacks to mitigate noise.
24. The fact that this project is truly mulit-modal and we are not necessarily looking
to just add pavement to solve transportation problems is a plus.
25. Are there options to set setbacks wider along Broadway? The R/W is 100’ now.
The city has language that they won’t approve any building plans if they affect
this project (the developments can’t preclude any of their options.)
26. Hot spot analysis will be needed, as will qualitative PM10. For MSATs – we will
check with FHWA on the latest language.
27. Heights allowed in the zoning related to the view plane ordinance. The tallest
buildings will be in the north west. This development will be an obvious change
in visual character.
28. The typical EJ outreach and analysis will be needed.
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29. Water quality will be a big issue. Rick Willard will help out with this. There will
likely be a need for permanent BMPs.
30. South of Vanderbuilt Park, a bridge across the Platte is planned, to tie into Santa
Fe and street connections within the development. This will need to be
addressed as a part of the cumulative impacts analysis. It is planned and funded
by Cherokee. No bridge is planned across the tracks.
31. The purpose and need of this project is to make Broadway work – it is not to
provide access into the development.
32. For cumulative, we need to go back to some logical point in the past – when
Gates developed?
33. The baseline will be developments plus committed transportation improvements.
The No Action will include pavement overlays, FasTracks, etc. We need to run
these assumptions by FHWA.
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Meeting Minutes
Project:

South Broadway NEPA Process

Purpose:

Resource Agency Scoping Meeting

Date Held:

June 13, 2005

Location:

Carter & Burgess

Attendees:

See Sign-in Sheet

Copies:

Attendees, Gail Keeley, Wendy Wallach, Deb Lebow, Dave Beckhouse,
File #071983.403

Summary of Discussion:
The project includes improvements to Broadway between Exposition and Louisiana.
We are starting this out as an EA, but it may end up as an EIS. We are in the early
stages of scoping.
1. Jason Longsdorf – History of Project.
Transportation project to address traffic on Broadway. Began discussion of
redevelopment in the area, the issue became apparent 4-5 years ago. Cherokee
now owns a lot of the area. Re-zoning has occurred. Lionstone now owns some
also (east of Broadway). Several other projects going on in the area as well –
Valley Highway.
Need to accommodate several kinds of trips on Broadway – 70% through traffic.
City and County of Denver is the applicant. FHWA is the lead federal agency. It
is possible FTA could be a joint lead. RTD will likely be a cooperating agency.
We will likely not ask the Corps of Engineers to be a cooperating agency.
2. Gina McAfee – Overview of Public Meeting
The Public Meeting was on May 12th, approximately 95 people attended, well
informed public. Some issues include impact to neighborhoods due to
development, noise impacts and visual impacts. Traffic in neighborhoods.
NIMBY. The study area is too small for NIMBY issue. Want traffic to go
elsewhere, look at problem areas outside of area. Also heard a lot of concerns
about east-west traffic issues.
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Gina went through the attached handout.
Hopefully a condensed EA because of urban environment. Lack of natural
resources. Also will be a “reader-friendly” document.
We are doing a phased approach. For the first 6 months, we will focus on
secondary data collection and a screening process to get down to alternatives for
the DEIS by the end of the year. Environmental issues used in the screening.
Bulk of NEPA document and most of field research done in 2006.
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

EJ
relocation
air quality
noise
water quality
stormwater drainage
haz mat
historic – Gates itself, trolley tracks in pavements. Water tower, likely to
be some, visual quality.
Park (outside of the study area)
ped and bike
cumulative impacts
pedestrian

3. Stan Szabeluk – The heart of this study is the interchange project.
We will be coordinating with this project (the Valley Highway EIS).
Open up for questions/comments.
1. Question: Stan Szabeluk, RTD – What is purpose of this group?
Answer: May only meet once. Agency group to scope information and fulfill
NEPA requirements. The group includes state and federal agencies with
jurisdiction by law.
2. From the Corps – No wetlands
3. Question: USFWS: Concerned about birds – swallows may be an issue if
any bridges will be demolished. Pigeons are not protected. Valley Highway
is planning to conduct a Nest Survey, for the swallow nests under the bridge.
Water depletion from the Platte River is also an issue. Dust control? FWS
will assist us with methodology for this. Need to be consulted – No T&E.
Answer: Valley Highway mentioned nest surveys, but did not mention
swallows.
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4. Question: SHPO – Former Gates property is eligible as a historic district –
not sure on boundaries. Also a West Washington Park district. Postal
service building as well. Trolley tracks known. Should evaluate the rail road
tracks as well. May be historic corridor.
Answer: Impact to the historic area is one of the biggest issues. Want to
meet and talk about 106 impacts later on.
5. Question: Mike Vanderhoof, FHWA – What other studies will be done for
“unlikely” issues?
Answer: We will look at all issues, do field surveys and document, but we
are not anticipating any impacts when alternatives are developed.
Regarding phased approach, I would not wait for haz mat or historical data
collection - we should do that as soon as we can.
6. Question: Amy Pallante, SHPO – When you talk about the study area, are
you referring to APE under 106 or NEPA study area?
Answer: When we talk about APE we will meet with you. Primary focus
area is different (smaller): this is for all primary data collection.
7. Question: Mike Vanderhoof, FHWA – Encourage to do P&N on the front
end as well.
Answer: Right now, schedule shows completed in first 2 or 3 months.
8. RTD: Primary concern is all access to station: bike, pedestrian, busses,
pnR.
Likely in/out on Exposition is an issue.
Kentucky at Broadway is problematic for buses to access Valley Highway
Would like to know potential ROW take if Broadway widened.
Very concerned about the couplet alternative. This will not work well.
Lee Cryer will be the RTD contact.
9. Question: What is defined for Valley Highway alternatives will be defined
here.
Answer: Yes, and other studies as well, we have 7 on table right now.
10. Comment: Stan Szabelak, RTD – The connection to Alameda Station might
want to include in the study area, especially if Cherokee expands.
Transportation Scoping Meeting, June 27 at 2:00pm in this room
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Meeting Minutes
Project:

South Broadway NEPA Process

Purpose:

Transportation Agencies Scoping Meeting

Date Held:

June 27, 2005

Location:

Carter & Burgess, Inc.

Attendees:

See Sign-in Sheet

Copies:

Attendees, Jeanette Lostracco, Troy Halouska, Catherine Cox-Blair,
Reza Akhavan, Tony Gross, Jane Hann, Sandi Kohrs, Ron Speral,
Mike Vanderhoof, Dave Beckhouse, Liz Rao, Lee Cryer, Stan Szebelak,
Marvinetta Hartwig, Brendan Harrington, File #071983.403

Summary of Discussion:
Project Description/Purpose and Need
1. Primary purpose N/S travel along Broadway (Exposition to Louisiana) to meet
local and regional needs.
2. City is funding study (and is sponsoring agency).
3. Other related transportation projects in area (including I-25/Valley Highway EIS,
Santa Fe intersection).
4. New development proposed at Gates property.
5. Purpose of utilizing NEPA process is to leave open potential for future federal
funding.
6. Public Scoping Meeting - May 12th.
7. Consensus Committee Meeting – June 23rd.
8. FHWA lead agency.
9. RTD indicated wiliness to be a cooperating agency – FTA?
10. Assumption that transit will be seriously considered in the range of alternatives.
11. Bill Van meter shared that Englewood has expressed some interest for what the
south part of Broadway would look like through their city.
12. RTD interest in bus access to Broadway/I-25 light rail station and other transit
though area.
13. The public has expressed interest in changing the study area.
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14. FHWA has previously suggested we begin the NEPA process with intent for an
EA. We could expand into EIS if that’s determined to be necessary.
Project Schedule/Public Involvement
1. Larry explained Purpose and Need development process, schedule and public
involvement (see handout).
2. Consensus Committee (CC) – consensus building and to develop
recommendations.
3. Another public meeting in August expected.
4. Purpose and Need – Consensus Committee will be involved as advisory, but
FHWA and team will develop and approve Purpose and Need.
5. Broad interests of stakeholders will be gathered at early CC meetings and inform
the Purpose and Need statement.
6. CC may be interested in adding other issues, but these maybe stated as project
goals or evaluation criteria to reflect these interests.
7. Gina McAfee suggested taking the CC interests and grouping them by elements
that could be included in Purpose and Need, goals, and evaluation criteria.
8. 2nd CC meeting – discuss measures of effectiveness, 3rd CC meeting – discuss
Purpose and Need. Want to keep meeting #2 focused on defining the study
area.
9. Alternatives development approach – Larry Gibson explained intent is to look at
how to most effectively move people in alternative modes through corridor (rather
than only moving vehicles).
Environmental Issues/Documentation
1. Social, transportation, environmental issues: (see handout for May 12 public
meeting)
¾ Neighborhood concerns, impacts to existing residences.
¾ East/west travel (across river, tracks, Santa Fe.)
¾ Indirect effects of improving one transportation piece could indirectly cause
more traffic on Broadway, at the light rail station to more traffic on Mississippi.
2. Brian Welch, explained that we will be looking at measures of effectiveness
(MOEs) to identify overall best way to move all modes, not necessarily only
traditional transportation measures. Will want CDOT, FHWA and RTD buy-in on
these measures.
3. The expectation for CC decision making is that transportation agencies will be at
the table and make decisions within the CC, rather than decisions being made
behind the scenes – so that the process is transparent. Transportation agencies
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will be able to consult with others at their respective agencies and bring back
discussion to CC.
4. The alternatives evaluation process needs to be interactive and evolving to
include data as it may become available.
5. No building plan for Gates or Cherokee will be approved unless it’s compatible
with the solution from this NEPA project. Access points off Broadway have not
been set yet. South of Mississippi land can be developed.
6. When should the issue of an EA or EIS be revisited? Jean Wallace asked when
impacts could be determined and their significance.
7. Section 106 and 4(f) approach – we plan to do survey work for study area; meet
with Lisa (CDOT) and Amy Pallante (SHPO) to discuss APE (Area of Potential
Effect), coordinate where properties are located and use the data in alternatives
screening. There may be effects on both sides of Broadway which have adverse
effects.
8. The hazardous materials plume will also be a criteria for evaluating alternatives.
9. Brian Welch asked what level of information will be available for bus transit
usage and frequency. Bill Van Meter indicated information that will be available.
10. RTD will not preclude transit options, such as BRT. However RTD has no
money. The Board has approved some Central Connector improvements, but
again no significant money now or after FasTracks.
11. If 10 million square feet is potential full build out for Gates/Cherokee, the long
term ability to make transit system inclusions will be necessary.
12. Interest to pursue preparing a condensed EA.
13. Will FRA (railroads) need to be involved? Perhaps down the road could be
involved. Ft. Collins commuter rail? (not reasonably foreseeable project from
NEPA standpoint), but for visioning it may be relevant to include.

The second Transportation Agencies Scoping Meeting will be held in August 2005.
Please advise as to your availability for August 8th or 15th. Contact Darin Stavish at
Carter & Burgess (720) 359-3048 or Darin.Stavish@c-b.com.
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Public Involvement Information
Meeting Date

Document

Meeting Purpose

April-June 2005

List of Meetings Attended by Project Team

Promote Public Involvement

May 12, 2005

Public Meeting Comments

Public Meeting #1

November 2, 2005

Meeting Summary

Public Meeting #2

November 29, 2005

Meeting Summary

Bicycle and Pedestrian Workshop

January 9, 2006

Meeting Summary

Alternatives Packaging Workshop

June 27, 2006

Meeting Summary

Public Meeting #3
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South Broadway NEPA Process
Public Meeting #3
Platt Park Senior Center
1500 S. Grant Street; Denver, CO
June 27, 2006
Meeting Summary

OVERVIEW OF THE PUBLIC MEETING
The Public Meeting began at 5:00 p.m. with an open house. Information stations showing the status
of project information that has been developed to date were available for public review and
comment. This information included the project description, purpose and need, project goals,
process for developing and evaluating alternatives, a summary of the public interests identified
early on and how they have been addressed in the alternatives screening, the range of alternatives
developed, and anticipated next steps in the process. In addition, maps/graphics presenting the three
“build” alternatives and the No Action Alternative for the Level 3B screening were available for
public comment. Project team and members of the Consensus Committee answered questions and
discussed how the three build alternatives were developed. The public was encouraged to comment
on the information presented by writing comments on forms provided, talking with project staff, or
writing directly on the maps/graphics to provide specific suggestions and questions for
improvements.
At 5:30 p.m., Jason Longsdorf, Project Manager from the City and County of Denver, Department
of Public Works, presented a summary of the open house information and an overview of the South
Broadway NEPA1 Process to date. He then provided a summary of the No Action Alternative and
the three build alternatives that will be evaluated in the Level 3B analysis. The alternatives are
defined to address peak-hour congestion on Broadway and the access needs of area neighborhoods,
existing businesses, the planned redevelopments, and the I-25/Broadway transit station area. The
alternatives also are defined to promote transit-oriented development and neighborhood places. The
No Action alternative and three build alternatives presented were:
•

•

•

1

No Action Alternative: This alternative is required by NEPA and includes funded projects
that would be implemented even if no action on this project is undertaken. Even though the
City of Denver would not pursue any activities in the South Broadway corridor under this
alternative, there are planned and funded improvements in the area as a result of other
projects.
Couplet Alternative: This alternative creates two one-way streets, one for northbound traffic
and one for southbound traffic. Northbound travel would occur in the current Broadway
right-of-way and southbound travel would occur west of Broadway, along the western side
of the Cherokee property paralleling the railroad tracks. This alternative includes 13-foot
sidewalks along both sides of each couplet street.
Multi-Way Boulevard Alternative: This alternatives proposes a boulevard with two-way
through traffic in the middle (three lanes each direction) and a two-lane one-way local

NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act

South Broadway Public Meeting – June 27, 2006
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